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THE NORWEGIAN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF HYDRAULIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Scientific contact during the exam:
Department of Hydraulic and Environmental Engineering
Associate Professor Nils Reidar B. Olsen, Tel. 7359 4773

EXAM FOR  SIB 5050 HYDROINFORMATICS FOR FLUVIAL 
HYDRAULICS AND LIMNOLOGY

Monday 21st of May 2001
Time: 0900 - 1300

Aid code: D: Specific hand-held calculator with empty memory allowed, according to list
from NTNU. No printed or hand-written material allowed, except a 
dictionary checked by Studieavdelingen. 

The grade will be determined before the 11th of June.
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Oppgave 1 

En utløpskanal fra en kraftstasjon er 30 m bred og har et rektangulært tverrsnit. Bunnhelningen er 

1:200, og maksimal vannføring fra kraftstasjonen er 100 m3/s. På bunnen av kanalen legges stener 
for å hindre erosjon. Hvor store må stenene være? Anta uniform kornfordeling på stenene.

Oppgave 2

Som jobb i et konsulentfirma får du i oppgave å beregne flombølgen nedover en dal etter et dam-
brudd. Følgende tre metoder for beregningen kan brukes:

- Hydrologisk routing
- Kinematisk bølge
- Fullstending løsning av St. Venands ligning

Vurder metodene mhp. nøyaktighet av svarene de vil gi

Oppgave 3

I et første ordens oppstrøms skjema for løsning av konveksjons-diffusjonsligningen for suspend-
erte sedimenter er den diskretiserte ligningen for konsentrasjonen i en celle gitt ved ligning 5.2.1, 
side 5 i eksamensoppgaven. Utled uttrykkene for anb, gitt en unform strømning med konstant 

hastighet over dybden, en kjent diffusivitet, Γ, fallhastighet w, og gridstørrelser dx og dy i henolds-
vis horisontal og vertikal retning.

Oppgave 4

Forklar de to uttrykkene: 

- falsk diffusjon 
- kunstig diffusjon

Oppgave 5

En avlang innsjø er 3 km lang, 100 meter bred og 7 meter dyp. Lengdeaksen går i nord-syd retnin-
gen. Innsjøen har oppblomstring av alger. Over flere dager har en vind som blåser fra nord mot 
syd. Biologer måler så algekonsentrasjoner og typer, og finner at det er cyanobakterier ved den ene 
enden av innsjøen, og diatomer ved den andre enden. Hvorfor er ikke algene jevnt fordelt over 
innsjøen? Og ved hvilken ende er diatomene?

Oppgave 6

En regulering av en elv har ført til minsket vannføring, og en forringelse av habitatet for laks. Som 
forbedring er det foreslått å lage terskler og buner i elva. Effekten av disse må dokumenteres, og en 
foretar en habitatstudie med basis i en biologisk og en hydraulisk modell. Hvilke hydrauliske mod-
eller kan en bruke, og hva er fordeler og ulemper med de forskjellige modellene?
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Problem 1 

A discharge channel from a power station is 30 m wide and has a rectangular cross-section. The 

bed slope is 1:200 and the maximum water discharge from the power station is 100 m3/s. To pre-
vent erosion of the channel, stones are used at the bed of the channel. How large must the stones 
be? Assume uniform grain size distribution for the stones.

Problem 2

Working for a consulting company, you get an assignment to compute the flood wave down a val-
ley after a dam break. The following three methods can be used:

- Hydrological routing
- Kinematic wave
- Full solution of the St. Veneands equations

Assess the methods with respect to the accuracy of the results.

Problem 3

In a first-order upstream scheme for the solution of the convection-diffusion equation for sus-
pended sediments, the discretized equation for the concentration in a cell is given by Eq. 5.2.1, 
page 5 in the exam text. Derive the expressions for anb, given a uniform flow with constant veloc-

ity over the depth, a known diffusivity, Γ, fall velocity w and grid sizes dx and dy in the horizontal 
and vertical direction, respectively.

Problem 4 

Explain the two expressions: 

- false diffusion
- artificial diffusion

Problem 5

A long and narrow lake is 3 km long, 100 meters wide and 7 meters deep. The longitudinal axis is 
in the north-south direction. There is an algal bloom in the lake. During several days, a wind from 
the north to the south has been blowing. Biologists measure the algal concentration and the type of 
algae, and find there are cyanobacteria at one end of the lake, and diatoms at the other end. Why 
are the algae not equally distributed over the lake? And in which end are the diatoms?

Problem 6

A regulation of a river has lead to decreased water discharge, and a deterioration of the habitat for 
salmon. As improvement, it is suggested to build small dams and groynes in the river. The effect of 
the constructions must be documented, and a habitat study is carried out, based on a biological and 
a hydraulic model. Which hydraulic models can be used, and what are the advantages and disad-
vantages with the various models? 



Solution: 

Problem 1

Assume uniform flow and that the bed shear stress is equal to the critical shear stress given by 
Shields graph. Also, assume the channel is wide, so that the hydraulic radius is equal to the water 
depth. This gives six unknown and six equations. The unknown are: 

- water depth h
- water velocity U
- particle diameter d
- bed roughness ks

- Mannings friction factor M 

- bed shear stress τ

The six equations are:

- Water continuity: Q=BhU

(2.1.1)
(2.1.4)

(2.2.4)

 (2.2.6)

 From Shields graph

The equations are best solved in the following manner: 

1. Guess a Manning’s coefficient, M.
2. Computer the water velocity using Eq. 2.2.4
3. Compute the water depth using the continuity equation
4. Compute the shear stress using Eq. 2.2.1.
5. Compute d90 from Eq. 2.2.6

6. Compute R* in Shields diagram

7. Find τ∗  from Shields diagram
8. Compute d from the equation in Shields graph
9. Compute ks using 2.1.4

10. Compute Mannings M value from Eq. 2.2.6.
11 Check if M is equal to what was assumed in point 1. If it is very different, do another iteration 
starting from point 1, with the M value from point 9.

Using this method we get: 
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1. M=30 (guess)
2. U=2.6 m/s
3. y = 1.3 m
4. Shear = 60 N/m2
5. d90 = d50 = 0.42 m 
6. R* = 100 000

7. τ∗ = 0.06 
8. d50 = 0.06
9. ks =  0.18

10. M = 42 
11. Iteration with M= 42 gives d=0.06 m.

Problem 2

Hydrologic routing is based on:

- water continuity
- calibration coefficients for inflow/outflow hydrograph

It can not be used for discharges outside calibration range. The dam break will usually give higher 
discharges than this, so the method can not be used.

Kinematic routing is based on the Mannings equation, or the two last terms in the St. Venands 
equations. The damping of the wave is not taken into account. It will give better results for steep 
rivers slopes than mild slopes. It is ok to use as an approximate solution.

St. Venands equation is the most accurate method of the three, and it is recommended to be used.

Problem 3

The derivation is in Chapter 5.3 in the Class Notes. The solution is: 

(5.3.9)

(5.3.10)

(5.3.11)

(5.3.12)

(5.3.13)

Problem 4

False diffusion is due to inaccurate approximations in the convective term of the discretization 
scheme. It has most effect in first-order schemes. 
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Artificial diffusion is added explicitely to give a more stable solution. It is most used for the cen-
tral scheme, or similar methods. The necessary amount can be computed by assuming positive 
coefficients are necessary in the derivation of the central scheme. Artificial diffusion will not make 
the solution more accurate. On the contrary, the solution will be less accurate, but the decrease in 
accuracy may sometimes be very small.

Problem 5

The lake is 7 meter deep, so there will not be any stratification. There will be a surface current 
from north to south, following the wind, and a return current close to the bed. Cyanobacteria will 
rise close to the water surface to get optimum light. They will follow the surface current and end 
up on the south side of the lake. The diatoms will sink to the bed, and follow the return current to 
the north side of the lake. 

Problem 6

The hydraulic models for habitat computations can be divided in two groups: 

1. Models based on interpolation between parameters measured spatially in the field
2. Models computing the spatial variation in parameters.

Group 1 requires a large number of field measurements of water velocities at different discharges. 
Group 2 requires less velocity measurements, but more measurements of the bed geometry

Group 2 includes 2D or 3D CFD models, for example SSIIM, MIKE21, PHOENICS etc. Group 1 
often uses a 1D model for the interpolation. This can be for example MIKE11, HEC2, ISIS.

When assessing impact of changes in the river geometry, a model in group 2 has to be used. This is 
because the models in group 1 interpolates between measured values, and no measurements exist 
for the new geometry.

There also exist a third type of hydraulic models that could be used, and that is physical models. 
However, they are costly, and have not yet been used for habitat improvement projects.


